
HOW TO PLAY

PLAY AT HOME FOR FREE!
Download & Print 50 question cards [Cut the cards to size from the sheets for full e�ect]

Play with your roomies IRL or with friends virtually through the screen. Tag us when you play because 
we want to laugh too :) @bestfriendgame created by @drunkstonedstupid

It is our hope to be a positive source of entertainment and community during this time while 
encouraging social distancing. 

You’ll need an even number of people 
to play.

Get into teams of two. Designate a blue player 
and green player for each team and use 
any sheet of paper to write and share answers.

Someone draws a card from the deck and 
reads the question aloud. If the question card 
is blue, that question is about the designated 
blue player (and vice versa for green). Both 
teammates answer every question. 

Everyone writes their answer in secret, 
trying to come up with the same answer 
as their teammate. 

One pair at a time, players flip over their 
answer sheet simultaneously to see if they 
have a matching answer. If the answers 
match, that pair gets a point. 

Keep score on the top of your answer sheet. 

First pair to 7 points wins. 
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What’s my 
mom’s first 
name?

#1
Who would I call 
if I had to get rid 
of a dead body?

#2
If I was an 
animal, what 
animal would  
I be?

#3
What’s my 
favorite house/
apartment I’ve 
lived in?

#4
What’s my 
favorite hot 
beverage?

#5

What’s my dad’s 
first name?

#6
Which do I 
hate the most: 
clowns, sharks, 
or spiders?

#7
Netflix, HBO or 
YouTube?

#8
Am I a flirt?  
(Yes or No.)

#9
What’s my 
favorite shoe 
brand?

#10
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What do I get 
complimented 
on the most?

#11
What’s the last 
movie I saw 
in theaters?

#12
What’s my 
favorite app on 
my phone?

#13
If I had a pet 
fish, would it live 
for over/under  
3 months?

#14
What 
international city 
would I move to?

#15

Who is my 
favorite musical 
artist of all time?

#16
If a cute dog and 
an old person 
were drowning, 
which one would 
I save?

#17
Pick a number 
from 1 to 10.

#18
What’s my  
go-to fast-food 
restaurant? 
(Note: it must 
have a drive-
thru.)

#19
What’s my 
favorite chip 
flavor?

#20
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How many push-
ups could I do in 
a row right now: 
over/under 20?

#21
What would I do 
on an ideal date?

#22
When is my 
birthday?

#23
What’s my 
guilty pleasure?

#24
Who’s my 
celebrity crush?

#25

I’m thinking of a 
word. What is it?

#26
On a scale from 1 to 
5, how strict were 
my parents when 
I was growing 
up (5 being the 
strictest)?

#27
What’s my 
favorite type 
of cuisine?

#28
What’s the 
best gift I ever 
got you?

#29
Would I rather 
go to an 
amusement 
park, a water 
park, or a zoo?

#30
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Do I trust my 
teammate with 
my unlocked 
phone?

#31
Who would 
be more 
entertaining 
to watch on a 
reality TV show: 
me or you?

#32
What’s my 
favorite dessert?

#33
Would I rather 
stay at a hotel, 
an Airbnb, 
or a campsite?

#34
What was 
my favorite 
restaurant when 
I was a kid?

#35

If I were a god, 
what would I be 
a god of?

#36
What’s the most 
embarrassing 
thing that’s 
ever happened 
to me?

#37
Have I ever been 
kicked out of a 
bar, restaurant, 
or club?  
(Yes or No.)

#38
Do I host parties, 
go to parties, 
or not go to 
parties? 
(Choose one.)

#39
What famous 
person do I 
want to be best 
friends with?

#40
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What 
superpower 
would I most 
want to have?

#41
What’s my 
favorite make 
of car?

#42
What’s my 
favorite piece 
of clothing?

#43
Justin Timberlake, 
Obama, and Oprah 
are in line but  
I can only let one  
of them in, who  
do I choose?

#44
What was my 
go-to Halloween 
costume when I 
was a kid?

#45

What’s my 
bedtime? 
(Use 30-minute 
increments.)

#46
How tall am I?
#47

If you could 
throw away 
one item of 
mine, what 
would it be?

#48
What’s my 
middle name?

#49
What was my 
first car?

#50
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